
 

 

 
American fingerstyle wizard Richard Gilewitz packs in years of experience from playing and conducting guitar 

and ukulele workshops worldwide, sharing some real live hints on increasing playing skills - unlocking the 

mystery of the right-hand language to propel you to the next level. Classes are group study, designed for all 

levels from beginner to advanced player. Players must know how to tune their instruments, be familiar 

with chords, and read music notation or tablature. This is a rare opportunity to study with this master 

teacher who is the creator of “GillaCamp”- the ultimate guitar experience and author of Mel Bay Publications’ 

popular seller, Acoustic Fingerstyle Guitar Workshop book and All Time Favorite Fingerpicking Guitar Tunes 

DVD, plus TrueFire's interactive video lessons: Fingerscapes, Guitar Foundations, Fingerstyle Narratives, and 

Slide Guide. Three 50-minute POWER SESSIONS to allow students to quickly zone in on the strength and 

weakness of their fingerpicking techniques for both guitar and ukulele.   Bring your instruments, paper and 

pencil for notes, and be ready to have a blast.   

 

12:00-1:00 pm – Free In Store Clinic on Guitars and Gear – Event starts with a short live performance 

followed by an interactive question and answer session. Discover why Richard uses certain gear, get a glimpse 

into fingerstyle guitar and be inspired to learn to love your instrument again. 
 

2:00-2:50 pm – $35/ Guitar Workshop - The Fingerpicking Engine and Rhythm Studies: Learn chops, 

licks, knuckles and stuff that will start your fingerpicking engine which is the base for fingerstyle guitar. Learn 

easy picking patterns, strumming, chord shapes, transfers, and how to add life to your tunes with fingerstyle 

playing. Add some important rhythm techniques and your guitar world will expand beyond your wildest 

dreams. 
 

3:00-3:50 pm  - $35/ Guitar Workshop - Open Tuning with a Bit of Slide: Exploration of open tunings and 

an introduction to the basics of slide guitar. Learn how to properly hold and use a slide while fingerpicking 

simple chords plus fret navigation with a few sample tunes fragments. Bring a slide if you have one.  

 

4:00-4:50 pm -  $35/ Ukulele Adventures- Learn fingerpicking basics that can be easily applied to the ukulele. 

The first session deals with fingerpicking patterns and simple chords that will get you started into the exciting 

world of the ukulele. Beginners will easily pick up techniques while advanced ukulele players will experience 

the fun of fingerstyle patterns and hone their craft.  
 

12:00-1:00 Free In-Store Guitars, Gear, and a Bit of Ukulele Clinic 

Workshops start at 2pm 

Each workshop $35 

The House of Guitars 

645 Titus Ave. Rochester NY 14617 

585.544.3500 
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